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Overview of Presentation
•
•
•

Snapshot of Istanbul Technical University
Reasons for Reform / Facts
Choosing an ambitious yet realistic
MISSION
The reach of the mission is a function of key assets
- Institutional affinity for change
- Ability
to reshape external constraints
.
- Access to high caliber human resources

•

Devising STRATEGIES to be at the
forefront of knowledge creation NOW....
-Reform in education and research
-Creating a new “agora” for innovation

•

Creating Additional and External Funding

Snapshot of ITU (2004)
•
•

•
•

•

231 year old institution of higher education (by 2004)
231
Wide reach across disciplines – Engineering,
architecture, management, sciences and arts,
maritime (12 faculties, 6 graduate institutes, music
conservatory)
Diverse and competent academic staff ( over 2000
academic staff
staff))
Trains almost one third of the nation’
nation’s graduate
students in science and engineering
- 7 500 graduate students
-12 500 undergraduate students
Largest number of members in National Academy of
Science (19)
A large network of accomplished alumni;
alumni; 3 prime
ministers, 2 presidents,, leading industrialists, leading
academics
.

Facts by 1996....

Alumni Reactions

The alumni who were the most successful students of
their high schools when they were accepted to ITU as
the most attractive university in Turkey for years,
started to put pressure on the university administration
for change. The main concerns were;
● Internationalization

● Quality issues
● Attractivenes/Visibility
capacity for change was the main requirement
As they started to employ preferably engineers and
architects in their companies who can speak fluent
English, introduction of English as a second language
in teaching and research was very important for them.
They are not only representing ITU alumni but the
Turkish industry as well.

Facts by 1996 - Young Academics’ Reaction
Academics especially young generation were not happy with
the existing traditional structure. Although ITU was able to
convert its continental European University structure into an
Anglo-American system in 1969, there were many steps to be
taken to go further and realise new phase of reforms at ITU.
During those years whenever we proposed a new idea or
a new project, the official answer was standard,
“The legal framework does not allow us to realize your project”
or
“We have no financial resources to support your project”.
The atmosphere was not conducive to imagination or initiativetaking..

AND Strategy For The FUTURE
Designing a selfself-improving, adaptable institution

•

Creating a community of internationally networked,
self--motivated stakeholders
self

•

Implementing a multimulti-tier structure for
controlling quality

•

Situating the administration as the “ last resort”
resort” agent
of quality control and change
Were defined as main objectives of the reform

Choosing An Ambitious Yet Realistic
MISSION To Guide The Reform
An institution’
institution’s ambitions should match its capabilities!
Key Assets that Underpinned ITU’s Choice of Reform
Mission:
• Institutional affinity for change – Would the culture of
the institution support an ambitious reform programme?
• Ability to reshape external constraints – Did the
institution have the wherewithal to modify regulatory and/or
financial constraints rather than struggling within given
constraints?
• Access to high caliber human resources - Did the
institution have access to self-motivated competent
human capital that would allow it to design a system based
on individual motivation and initiative taking?

SO..
Building On
• an institutional culture and history of reform
• its ability to shape external constraints
• its access to top notch human capital
ITU’ s Mission To Be
• an active participant in shaping the role of higher
education at national and international levels

•

to be permanently at the forefront of knowledge
creation

PRESENTED A CHALLENGING BUT REALISTIC
AMBITION WHEN ITU EMBARKED ON A NEW
JOURNEY OF REFORM IN 1996.

Strategy For Early 21st Century –
The “NOW”
ITU re-conceptualized the knowledge creation process in
higher education as the outcome of the continuous interaction
between education, research and market-driven innovation.
Therefore, ITU redefined its role for early 21st
century as the “integrator” of the continuum between
education—research—
innovation
Based on this redefinition reforms were undertaken
to

•transform the education system to make it more
research-oriented, outcome-based and student centred
than before
•to integrate market-driven innovation with ITU’ s
research apparatus through the launch of an ambitious
science park project (ARI Techno-city) on its campuses

Educational and Administrative
Reforms
•

In 1996, all of the undergraduate programs have
been restructured their curriculum to meet the
requirements of the mission of the University and
conforming to the needs of up to-date engineering
education. All graduate programmes have been
restructured in 2002.

•

The strengths of ITU, national and regional needs
and characteristics of each discipline are considered
in program developments.

•

The language of instruction was changed from
monolingual to bilingual (Turkish and English).

•

Integration of 12 Faculties and 5 Graduate Schools
have been realized.

•

Quality Culture and CQI Concept

Upgrading Infrastucture
•

The physical and technical infrastructure of the
classrooms and student laboratories, student
housing facilities, and IT infrastructure, computer
facilities, central library tremendously improved.

•

Research laboratories, and research infrastructure
were also upgraded and new reseach centers were
established

•

Programs that will contribute to the personal
development of the faculty and staff was increased
and restructured

•

E-university management system installed
(student-personel-finance-library)

ITU Alumni
“Re-union”
ITU has a high-profile alumni composition
• Alumni as business leaders
• Alumni as leaders in bureaucracy
• Alumni as political leaders

Dolmabahce Palace Dinner

ITU Fund Raising Phases
ITU Fund raising project went through three phases.

● In the first phase, the focus was
the student facilities,
teaching environment, and
academic support facilities.

●

In the second phase, the focus shifted to
research infrastructure and
research activities.

●

In the final phase,
the priority has been the creation of an endowment to
ensure sustainability of the mechanisms created in
the first two phases.

ITU Fund Raising Phases
In the first phase,
● Student facilities (student residences, centers, dining
halls etc.) have been created.
● Tremendous upgrading took place in the teaching
environment and new academic and support facilities
have been realized (libraries, computer labs, science labs)
● IT infrastructure and information systems have been
upgraded and new facilities have been established in the
most advanced way.
● Student scholarship programmes developed, and
● New incentives were created for mobility of academics
to gain international experience and also awards for
scientific publications have been started.
● The number of dwelling units for academics doubled.
Towards the end of this phase, the first corporate
structure was launched to run the student residences
effectively under ITU DF.

Libraries

Lake front Student Residences

ITU Fund Raising Phases
In the second phase,
● Research activities and

●
●
●
●

Research infrastructure were given priority.
Research centers have been established.
New buildings have been realized by donations and
The necessary funding for equipments and running
costs have been funded by the state

In this phase ITU DF established
● A nursery,

●
●

A primary school and
A high school for mainly the children of the staff

Some New Research Centers

ITU Development Foundation Schools

ITU Fund Raising Phases
In this second phase,
Besides developing special projects to support and
develop human resources in the university,
● ITU DF started to create endowed academic positions
in the newly established centers and programmes.
● At the same time ITU DF has become a facilitator for
the industry to finance research students in Master and
Doctoral degree programmes
● This opened up new horizon for all the academic staff
for future university-industry relationships.
After the second phase,
ITU DF was able to establish companies to run the
facilities and to generate income besides its fund raising
project for future developments.

ITU Fund Raising Phases
In the third phase,

● Donations continued
● Companies established
● ARI Technocity was established
● Additional Opportunities for Academic Staff
Awards increased
Schools for their children
New Research Opportunities
The foundation started to make investments and to raise
funds to form an endowment whose income will ensure
the sustainability of the established centers, facilities and
endowed positions which were realized by the initial
donations.
Therefore the last phase has a special importance for the
whole scheme.

Arı Teknokent R&D Building

Steps Towards The Design For
The FUTURE
Creating A Community of SelfSelf-Motivated, InternationallyInternationallyNetworked, Competent Stakeholders

•
•
•
•

•

Over 100 active international partnership agreements
for student/faculty exchange, joint degree programs,
joint summer programs (ERASMUS )
Raised funds to send 140 teaching staff abroad for 5-10
month research projects
Participation in multi-national BS and MS programs
(TIME, ESST, and SUNY)
Participation in international networks at the Rectorate
level (EAIE, BSUN, CESAER, OECD-IMHE, EUA, IAU,
CMU, TIME, IAMU, SEFI, RMEI, IAUP, BUN, WEGEMT,
ENHR, EAAE)
Awards for international publications have been
established as a new institutional mechanism

Steps Towards The Design For
The FUTURE
A MultiMulti-Tier Strategy for Monitoring Quality
Community of self-motivated high-caliber constituents is the
core element of the design but monitoring quality is essential
for benchmarking the results and preventing digressions at
every level:
1 - Accreditation
• ABET accreditation for 12 programs in 2003 and 9
programmes in 2004.
• EUA Institutional Evaluation 2004
• NAAB 2004
• IMO

Steps Towards The Design For The
FUTURE
A MultiMulti-Tier Strategy for Monitoring Quality
2 - Market demand to gauge its quality. Generating the
metrics for measuring market assessment of quality is a key
policy
Rectorate routinely followed

•
•
•

the ranking of its students in the national university
examination
the caliber of faculty who wish to join
more recently, the quality of technology firms that wish
to join its science park

3 - Administration itself is responsible for monitoring the
quality of education, research and services provided within
the university and to the outside world

Steps Towards The Design For
The FUTURE
Administration as the key agent of change and quality
control

1 - Synthesizer of insights and catalyst for change:
Reforms were shaped under Project 2001 and Project 2005
development plans. These plans were structured around
small group meetings and large forums arranged by the
rectorate as well as target-group meetings, alumni gatherings
and search meetings.

Steps Towards The Design For
The FUTURE
Administration as the key agent of change and quality
control

2 - Advocate of institution’s interest in reshaping
external constraints:
Unprecedented $140m funding for R&D investment
obtained from the state and alumni resources
Scholarships were increased from $100,000 to $3m
Student housing capacity created up to 3000

Steps Towards The Design For
The FUTURE
Administration as the key agent of change and quality
control
Research budget tenfold
State budget threefold
Number of research projects threefold
Number of published papers(SCI,SCSI, AHCI) twofold
Graduate Students increased from 5500 to 7500
3 - Driving force for quality control mechanisms
ABET accreditation
EUA Indstitutional Evaluation

Conclusions
It has been an interesting experience for
me. I learned a lot
from
colleagues
students
administrative staff
and
from
.
alumni
governments
officials
Being a woman and an architect helped
me a lot in problem solving.
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